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Instructions and care
PARTS LIST:

ATTACHING THE HAMMOCK:

A Rear headrest straps E Removable
headrest straps
B Seat belt/baby
F Elastic bungee
seat openings
C Front headrest straps H Grommet holes
D Seat cover zipper

1) To avoid bunching of the Hammock, move straps (A) right
or left between grommet holes (H) to ensure each pair of
straps (A) align with each headrest.
2) Clip strap (E) around each headrest to aligned strap (A).
3) Repeat steps 1) and 2) for straps (C).
4) Tighten all straps (A) and (C) so the bottom of the
hammock still touches the seat, but leaves no slack.
For correct positioning on seats, stretch bungee (F),
located on the underside of the hammock, under left and
right seat corners. Tighten as necessary.
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The hammock should
NOT hang above the seat
as shown here.
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Correct:

The hammock should
rest on the seat fully
as shown here.
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FULL SEAT COVER: Follow step 1) for either headrest setting.
However, do not connect straps (C). Instead pull the front of the
seat cover down to the vehicle’s floor. Use hook and loop
openings (B) to ensure proper seatbelt use.
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SPLIT - HAMMOCK/SEAT COVER: Unzip (D) and undo one side
of straps (C) to allow dual use with dog and passenger.
For correct positioning on seats, stretch bungee (F), located on
the underside of the hammock, under left and right seat corners.
Tighten as necessary.
ATTACH CARRY BAG: Loop straps (C) through the two small
D-rings located on the back of the bag.

HARRISON SAYS…
Problem: Traveling with your dog, and keeping them in the back of the vehicle can be very difficult.
Training Tip: Providing them with an enclosed space can make this task much easier. When the dog
understands that they have a comfortable, safe place to hunker down for the ride, you will notice
them turn into a calmer travel companion. Remember to avoid feeding your dog within the 2 hours
prior to getting on the road, to help prevent them from becoming car sick. Also make frequent
bathroom stops if you are on a longer trip and provide lots of water so your dog stays hydrated. Put their favorite chew toy or treats on
the Wander Hammock where you want them to sit, this will give them an incentive to busy themselves right from the start of the trip.

Cleaning Instructions
Our product cleaning instructions will help ensure that your gear has a long, exciting life. In general, washing by hand and hang air-drying is the
best way to care for your Kurgo products. However, for the occasions when the mess is too great and time is too tight, we recommend using
a washing machine.
Hand Wash Instructions

Machine Wash Instructions

Note: Recommended for small messes.

1. Brush off loose dirt with a dry brush.

Note: Only machine wash gentle in front-loading units (DO NOT use machine with
an agitator as it could cause damage not covered under the Kurgo Warranty)

2. Spot clean with a damp sponge, cold water, and mild soap.
Avoid harsh detergents.

1. Secure all buckles and hardware.
2. Wash with cold water and mild soap. Avoid harsh detergents.

3. If necessary, rinse larger area to eliminate excess soap residue.

3. Rinse thoroughly to eliminate soap residue.

4. Hang to air dry (do not machine dry).

4. Hang to air dry (do not machine dry).

NOTICE: Please contact Kurgo directly with any product or warranty inquiries.
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